Primary 2/3’s Weekly Learning at Home Plan
Week beginning: Monday 8th June 2020
Literacy

Numeracy

Phonics (sounds)/Spelling Monday
LI: I can read and write the ‘wa’ for bread (Primary 2) or
Common/tricky word practise (Primary 3).

Numeracy Monday
LI: I am learning to solve the maths mystery using my knowledge
of maths and numeracy.

Spelling – Follow the activities on your spelling document this week.
Your rule is to practice spelling words with the ‘ea’ sound (Primary
2). Primary 3 to continue working on High Frequency words.
Follow instructions set for you on Seesaw

Can you solve the Mystery at Dragonspire Castle by completing
the Maths Game!
Your job is to use the descriptions of the suspects and solve the
clues, to work out who the door-slamming culprit is! Good luck.
Follow the instruction set for you on Seesaw.

Reading Comprehension Tuesday
LI: I am building on my reading skills and learning to read for
information

Read the passage and answer the questions which follow.
Choose one of either, Captain America, Thor or Iron Man.

Other areas of the curriculum
IDL Monday

I can discuss and explain my likes and dislikes about
an 80s TV show/I can compare different aspects of
TV shows then and now and explore reasons why/how
things have changed/I can write a review to display
my thoughts and opinions.
TV Review: Watch part of a classic children’s television
programme from the 1980s, there are lots to choose
from on YouTube – Why Don’t You, Blue Peter, Grange
Hill, Fraggle Rock, Inspector Gadget, He-Man and the
Masters of the Universe – or identify another with an
adult in your household. Write or video a review of the
programme, what made it enjoyable, what did you not
like, how does it compare to children’s television today.
Follow the instruction set for you on Seesaw.

Maths Tuesday
LI: I can complete and play on the challenges set on Sumdog

LI: I am learning a new song to perform at home

Expressive Art – Music Tuesday

On your iPad or tablet at home, go on to Sumdog and take part in

https://www.fischy.com/

the challenges and games set for you. Can you top the leader board?
Please share pictures on Seesaw

Using the link above, find your favourite Fischy Music song and
practise this at home. Share your videos of your song and dancing
with the class on Seesaw. Mr French’s favourite song is: Thank You.

Please see seesaw for activity.
Share you pictures/video on Seesaw for the class to see.
Extending Literacy Skills Wednesday

Please share pictures on Seesaw

Maths Wednesday
LI: I am learning to describe and record directions.
Using the directional language of clockwise, anti- clockwise, full
turn, half turn, quarter turn, left turn and right turn. Create your
own directions from your front door to somewhere in your house.
Can you write them down and get someone to follow them? Did they
get to the right place?

Writing Thursday
LI: I can write in sentences, focusing on how I feel.

Numeracy Thursday
LI: I can solve addition and subtraction word problems

French Thursday
LI: We are learning our body parts in French

Choose one of the activities that has been set for you. These

To warm up, watch this video ‘Head, Shoulder, Knees and Toes’ in
French. Practise learning this song.

Log into Sumdog and complete a selection of the literacy activities
assigned to you.

Art Wednesday

Rainbow trail stones.
Find a large stone whilst out on your daily walk and take it
home. Decorate it in any way you like. Walk to school and
lay your stone on the rainbow trail! How many stones are
there in the rainbow now?
Share your pictures of your stones at school on Seesaw

Using your diary planning sheet and thinking about: What makes
you happy? What makes you sad? What makes you scared? What
makes your hopeful?
Complete the sentences on the attached worksheet via Seesaw.
Please see Seesaw for activity and further instruction.

activities are under ‘Thor, Iron Man and Captain America’. You are
read each of these and decide which one you want to try (like a
chilli challenge). Complete the chosen worksheet and solve the
addition and subtraction problems.
Please see seesaw activities for full instructions.

Look at the PowerPoint on Seesaw which tells you the names of the
different parts of the body in French. Complete the task attached
to identify the parts of the face.
Please see seesaw activities for full instructions.

Listening and Talking Friday
LI: I can actively listen to the details of a story.

Outdoor Maths Friday

Listen to the next chapter of the BFG by Mr French.
Can you predict with an adult at home what comes next?

On your walk today, I want you to conduct a survey. Using tally
mark, you are going to identify which mode of transport is the most
used. Look at the attached sheet on Seesaw in your activities.

Share your pictures on Seesaw as you listen to the story.

We want to find out the most popular way to travel in Gorebridge.
Share your findings and pictures on Seesaw

Health and Wellbeing (PE) Friday
LI: I can keep fit through regular exercise.
What you will need today is: pairs of shoes.
Set up your shoes like a ladder in your garden or on the ground.
1.
Put one put in each gap of the ladder (like a hop).
2.
Then two feet in each gap of the ladder.
3.
You can then do different variations of one foot and
then two feet.
An adult at home can shout a number (1 or 2) as you move up the
ladder. How many variations can you come up with?
Please share your exercise videos or pictures on Seesaw.

